Elven Info
High Elves 
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- Also known as The Grey Elves, they are Scholars and Mystics. Prefering diplomacy to aggression. They are the designers and Dreamers of the Elven realms. Healers, Wizards, Bards, are common professions; they try and view all things in the larger view. Modern High Elves reach majority in about 130 years and live around 550 years, but some as old as 750 years have been known (though some gray elves might still reach 1000). High elves are slim, lithe, and hardly ever plump, perhaps 5 feet or so and just over 100 pounds no matter their gender, and look human-like. Their ears are tipped in points, however, and their skin is usually more pale but with clear complexions. Their eyes are often sky blue or emerald green (or with flecks of either color in the other), and their hair is usually dark (black or brown, but also sometimes red or blond, though this is rarer and more common amongst halfelves). Elves do not have facial hair like humans, and bald elves (unless they shaved their heads) are almost non existent. They usually only partake of fruits, vegetables, fungi, and various plant products, but do sometimes enjoy meat and fish (if it's fresh) and animal products such as milk, cheese, eggs, and the like. They mostly only drink water or wine. In fact, elves are well known for their wine, but the truth is they do not have greater skill at making wine than other races. They just have greater patience and can lay down a good store of bottles for several centuries without worrying too much about it. Thus, elven wine is almost always properly aged, and connoisseurs appreciate these subtleties and hail such elven wines as the best in the world. Such bottles can command prices 10 to 100 times beyond normal costs (and that's saying a lot as some human wines, maybe a scant 50 to 100 years old, are already quite expensive). 
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Moon Elves 
- The Moon Elves are the Militant Leaders of the Elves. They are the builders and soldiers of the Elven people.Warriors, Scouts, Healers, Archers are common professions.They are the foundation upon which the Elven clans are built. 
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Wood Elves 
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Also called wild elves, this subrace of elves live in the deepest of forests, usually far away from human lands. Their hair is coppery red or golden yellow, and they appear to be more muscular than most other elven subraces. Wood elves prefer clothing in shades of green and earth tones to better hide in their natural surroundings. Wood elves reach majority at 140, live around 550 to 600 years, though some have reached as much as 750 to 775 years old. 
Wood elfs also known as Sylvan live in harmony with nature. They watch outsiders from a distance, only when they get to close do they send a warning shot, if you earn the secound shot you meet your Lord that day. Wood elfs society is the mixture of the high elfs and the wild elfs. They form Clans lead by the strongest and wisest among them. Its the leaders job to protect freed and answer the challanges of those who think he or she isnt doing there job. The Sylvan enjoy the thrill of the Hunt and think what dosnt kill you makes you stronger and builds your chartacter. In our eyes those who live the civilised have become weak and forgot who they really are. The Sylvans follow there hearts not there heads, and trusting ones instincts and intuition are the best tools for survival. Personality of the wood elf is as follow, there deep in though and demeanour, with a straight connection between heart body soul. They are blunt and will not hesitate to act if they think its the right thing to do. They are as tall as other elfs. They have more muscles, milky tan skin, intense blond to red hair color which echos the fire in there spirts. The wood elfs trade with the wild elfs sometimes, they welcome other elfs with suspicion, not hiding their contempt for the grey elves' frailty and sophistication or the high elves elfs' frivolity. They hate drow with a passion only secound to that of the high elves. Wood elfs are neutral and see the work of the All-Father and his children in everthing around them. They love events celebrate many festivals and solsties and equinoxes, praising their deities' work in the natuaral world. 
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Wild Elves
Dark Elves 
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- The Dark Elves are the Keeper of secrets, the seekers of Hidden knowledge, and all things Dark and mysterious. The walk in the Night Paths. Warriors, Wizards, Assassins, and Scouts are common professions. 
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Aquatic Elves 
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Also commonly known as Sea Elves, this subrace of elves lives under the sea (usually salt water oceans near shore on the continental shelf and in waters only 20 to 50 feet deep, though some fresh water varieties have been known who live in inland lakes or even vast underdark fresh water seas). Sea elves cavort with marine life such as dolphins and whales and they will often protect one another as they have common enemies, such as sharks or Sahuagin (sea devils). Sea elves normally have greenish skin sometimes with shimmering traces of silver, and their hair ranges from deep blue to kelp green. Fingers and toes are webbed, and they frequently carry tridents and spears and employ nets quite effectively. 
Desert Elves 
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A barbaric offshoot of high elves - perhaps a cross between high elves and wood elves, or maybe even partially of draconic lineage - these elves are wild, untamed, and known as the Grugach, a tribal collection of darker, brown skinned elves that live mostly in desert, arctic-like, or deep tropical conditions. 
Wild elves reach majority in 100 years, typically live to be around 400, but some as old as 500 have been known. 
Half Elves 
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- The Half Elven people are a varied stock. Hailing from many different and divergent races. Half-elves are of human stock, and have features of both the elf and human parents. A half-elf can travel freely between most elven and human settlements, though occasionally prejudice will be a problem. The half-elf's life span is their biggest source of grief, however. Since a half-elf lives more than 200 years, he or she will outlive any human friends or relatives, but grow old too quickly to be a real part of elven society. Many half-elves deal with this by traveling frequently between the two societies, enjoying life as it comes; the best of both worlds.
There are perhaps other brethren out there that do not belong to or are classified by these definitions. The variety of our kind is as wonderous as Nature itself. Perhaps they will also join us in our Unity. 
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